In this paper, we initiate a study into the explicit construction of irreducible representations of the Hecke algebra Hn(q) of type An−1 in the non-generic case where q is a root of unity. The approach is via the Specht modules of Hn(q) which are irreducible in the generic case, and possess a natural basis indexed by Young tableaux. The general framework in which the irreducible non-generic Hn(q)-modules are to be constructed is set up and, in particular, the full set of modules corresponding to two-part partitions is described. Plentiful examples are given.
Introduction and notation
The Hecke algebra H n (q) (of type A n−1 ) is the unital associative algebra over C , generated by h i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, subject to the relations:
for |i − j| > 1; h 2 i = (q − 1)h i + q.
(1)
The parameter q ∈ C will be permitted to take any non-zero value. It is said to be generic if q = 1 or q p = 1 for p = 2, 3, 4, . . .. Otherwise, if q is a primitive pth root of unity for p > 2, it is said to be non-generic. When q = 1, H n (q) may be identified with the group algebra C S n of the symmetric group on n symbols, through identifying each h i with the simple transposition s i = (i, i + 1) ∈ S n . If w = s i1 s i2 · · · s i k and w ∈ S n cannot be expressed as a shorter product of the generators s i , then s i1 s i2 · · · s i k is said to be a reduced expression for w and the value of k is the length l(w) of w. Thereupon, the relations (1) imply that the map h : C S n → H n (q) for which h(s i ) = h i and h(ww ′ ) = h(w)h(w ′ ) for w, w ′ ∈ S n satisfying l(ww ′ ) = l(w) + l(w ′ ), and extended linearly, is well defined. It follows that if l(w) = k and w = s i1 s i2 · · · s i k , then h(w) = h i1 h i2 · · · h i k . Furthermore, a basis of H n (q) is provided by {h(w) : w ∈ S n }.
It may be shown that if q is generic then H n (q) is isomorphic to C S n [DJ86, Wn88] and the representation theory of H n (q) is much the same as that of S n . In particular, the inequivalent irreducible representations of H n (q) are indexed by partitions λ of n. That is, by finite integer sequences λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ r ) for which λ 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ r = n and λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ r > 0. A partition for which no part λ i is repeated more than p − 1 times is said to be p-regular. In Section 2, an explicit construction of the irreducible modules of H n (q) with q generic will be described. This generalisation of the well known Specht module construction (see [JK81] ) was first described in [KWy92] , and is based on the use of Young diagrams, Young tableaux and q-analogues of Young symmetrisers. The Young diagram F λ associated with the partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ r ) is a left-adjusted, top-adjusted array of square boxes such that the ith row (counting from the top) contains λ i boxes. For instance, if λ = (5, 3, 2, 2), then
Filling (or replacing) each of the n boxes of F λ with distinct elements of {1, 2, . . . , n} yields what is known as a Young tableau. Of the possible n! tableaux of a given shape, those for which the entries are increasing across each row and down each column are known as standard tableaux. Examples may be found at (15), (26) and (27). That particular standard tableau of shape λ for which the entries increase down first the leftmost column and then down successive columns taken left to right (e.g. (15)) is denoted t λ − . The number of standard tableaux of shape λ is equal to the dimension of the irreducible representation of S n (and H n (q) with q generic) labelled by λ (see [JK81] ). In fact, the Specht module construction enables a basis to be identified naturally with the set of standard tableaux.
The Specht modules
If λ is a partition of n, the Specht module S λ of H n (q) is defined to be the linear span of the vectors v t λ , indexed by Young tableaux t λ and subject to certain relations (which will be defined below). The natural action of H n (q) on these vectors is defined in the following way. We say that the entry i precedes j in t λ if i occurs before j on reading the entries of t λ down the first and then successive columns. If x λ is identical to t λ apart from the transposition of i and i + 1, then h i acts on v t λ as follows:
It is possible to express every v z λ in terms of standard tableaux, by means of the following two types of relation:
1. Column relations. Entries within a column may be transposed, if the corresponding vector is multiplied by −1. Thus if x λ differs from z λ only in that a single pair of entries within a column are transposed then:
For example (denoting v t λ by t λ for typographical reasons), 1 8 5 10 4 12 6 11 3 9 2 7 13 = − 1 8 5 10 4 12 6 2 3 9 11 7 13 = − 1 2 3 10 4 12 6 8 5 9 11 7 13 .
2. Garnir relations. Assume that z λ is such that its entries increase down each column. If z λ is not standard then an adjacent pair of entries exists with that on the left greater than that on the right. Consider these two entries together with all those below the left one and all those above the right one. For example, we could consider the highlighted entries in: 1 2 3 10 4 12 6 8 5 9 11 7 13 .
Now form all possible tableaux t λ by permuting these entries in all ways such that the permuted entries are increasing down the portions of each of the two columns being considered. The Garnir relation is then the following expression in which the sum is over all such tableaux:
where w t λ ∈ S n maps t λ − to t λ . The above example gives the Garnir relation:
= 0.
As in the example above, these relations do not necessarily immediately express an arbitrary v t λ in terms of standard tableaux. However, it may be shown through employing a suitable order on the set of tableaux [JK81] , that repeated application of the column and Garnir relations enables any term to be rendered in terms of standard tableaux in a finite number of steps. This completes the construction of the irreducible Specht module S λ of H n (q) since the number of standard tableaux is equal to the dimension of the representation of H n (q) indexed by λ and consequently, {v t λ : t λ is standard} (9) is a basis for S λ . As an example, consider representing h 1 ∈ H 5 (q) in the Specht module S (3,2) , by acting on each v t (3,2) for which t (3,2) is standard (once more v t λ is written as t λ ):
Here, column relations have been used in the first and third calculations, and Garnir relations have been used in the second, fourth and last (twice), to express each result in terms of the standard tableaux. Consequently, in the representation labelled by the partition (3, 2), h 1 is mapped to the matrix (where zeros are denoted by dots):
The matrices representing the generators h i of H n (q) in each irreducible representation for n ≤ 5 given in [KWy92] have been produced in a similar way.
The Young symmetriser and its annihilators
For each entry a of t λ − which is not at the bottom of a column, define the column element:
Its action on v t λ − gives rise to a Column relation (cf. (4)):
The Garnir element G λ a is defined for each a which is not at the end of a row of t λ − , through first letting d be the entry to the right of a, b be the entry at the bottom of the column containing a, and c ( = b + 1) the entry at the top of the column containing d in t λ − . With W ij the subgroup of S n permuting only {i, i + 1, . . . , j}, let G λ a be a set of left coset representatives for W ab ×W cd in W ad chosen so that each representative is of minimal length in its coset (it is unique). Then let [KWy92] :
Its action on v t λ − gives rise to a Garnir relation (cf. (7)):
It is easily shown that the general column and Garnir relations of Section 2 are a consequence of (12) and (14). These properties themselves arise by identifying v t λ − with the q-analogue Y λ (q) of the Young symmetriser. Y λ (q) was originally defined in [DJ86, Gy86] and cast in a form suitable for the current purposes in [KWy92, BKW95] . However, as is seen, only its 2n − r − λ 1 annihilators C a and G a are required in the construction of the Specht module S λ . Thus S λ may be defined as the free module generated by a non-zero vector (say v t λ − ) subject to (12) and (14). This viewpoint of S λ will be utilised in what follows. To illustrate it, consider λ = (6, 3, 3, 1), for which: 
Here we have the seven column elements 1 + h 1 , 1 + h 2 , 1 + h 3 , 1 + h 5 , 1 + h 6 , 1 + h 8 and 1 + h 9 , each of which annihilates v t λ . There are nine Garnir elements G λ a for a = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, each of which annihilates v t λ . Typically:
In fact G 4 Decomposing S λ at roots of unity
In the generic case when q is not a root of unity, each Specht module S λ of H n (q) is irreducible. However, this is no longer so if q is a root of unity, although S λ remains well-defined. For q a primitive pth root of unity, let D λ p be the irreducible H n (q)-module obtained by factoring out the maximal proper submodule from S λ . It is shown in [DJ86] that in this case,
is a complete set of irreducible, irredundant H n (q)-modules. Very little is known about the D λ p or the composition series of S λ in terms of the D λ p except in a few specific cases (see [Jm90] for n ≤ 10 and [CK92] for n ≤ 5).
The viewpoint developed in the previous section provides a means of tackling these questions in a quite general way. It relies on the fact that D , the column and Garnir elements of µ = (4, 1), are:
i)
(1 + h 1 ); ii) (q 2 − qh 2 + h 1 h 2 ); iii) (q − h 3 ); iv) (q − h 4 ). 
